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the challenge of change



The Crucible…



Feeling the crucible



Special Thanks…
Support and Care 
While in the crucible

Leader, mentor, coach, 
Friend



Leadership Context



Facebook Post June 2013
Only	now	am	I	beginning	to	grasp	what	a	difference	a	year	can	make....

Challenged,	moved,	disheartened,	encouraged.
Goodbyes,	new	beginnings,	lessons	learned.
Brokenness,	redemption,	faith,	new	kinds	of	love.
New	learning,	profound	understanding.
Loss,	loneliness,	hope,	perspective,	new	meaning.
Misunderstood,	looking	deep,	challenging	assumptions,	starting	again.
Between	worlds,	belonging,	a	new	definition	of	home.
The	essence	of	relationship,	the	essence	of	culture,	the	essence	of	the	human	condition.
Obedience,	calling,	reinventing	one's	life.
Remembering.
Forgetting.
Going	to	the	core	and	emerging	a	better	person.

What	a	difference	a	year	can	make.



Leadership insight – you can’t do it alone

Who	is	your	tribe?

Do	you	have	a	critical	friend	

or	executive	coach?



What do we want to accomplish ?



We believe…



All Kids can Learn at High Levels



Every Student Is Unique



We can impact a student’s life



Singapore



Singapore American School



Singapore American School

4043
students

4.5
Years average 
student tenure

56%
Students with US 

passports

12%
students with 

learning 
support

85%
Attend College 

in the US



Singapore American School

63
year history

WASC
accredited

CCSS, C3, 
NGSS

aligned

383
faculty, 74% 

hold advanced 
degrees

7.3
years

Average faculty 
tenure



High performing



Pisa Scores



The “What if” question…



21st Century Learning



Leadership Insight - Right Questions? 

If	I	had	unwavering	

support,	what	questions	

would	I	be	asking?

What	is	preventing	me	

from	asking	them?



The Crucible moment…The board mandate

1.Quality

2.Value/Cost

3.Vision

NOW



THE SAS reality



Changing Landscape



Changing college selectivity



Jobs and Technology in the Future



obstacles



SAS OBSTACLES For change

• Past	success
• Arrogance
• Complacency

• Culture
• FEAR



The challenge with 
change



The art and science of change





Urgency

Culture

Team

Systems

Tolerance

Politics

Sustainability

Challenges with change…



leadership matters 
a lot!



John Kotter – eight steps for change



The Five dysfunctions of team



The Advantage - the Six questions
1. Why do we exist?

2. How do we behave?

3. What do we do?

4. How will we succeed?

5. What is most important, right now?

6. Who must do what?



Fullan – Six Secrets of Change
1. Love your employees 

2. Connect peers with purpose

3. Capacity building prevails

4. Learning is the work

5. Transparency rules

6. Systems learn



DuFour – Professional Learning Communities
1. Focus on learning

2. Collaborative culture that focuses on 

learning for ALL

3. Collective inquiry into best practices and 

current reality

4. Action orientation – learn by doing

5. A commitment to continuous improvement

6. Results oriented



Understanding Change (Fullan)

“Remember that a culture of change consists of great 
rapidity and non-linearity on the one hand, and equally 
great potential for creative break-throughs on the 
other. The paradox is that transformation would not be 
possible without accompanying messiness.”



“Understanding the change process is less about 
innovation and more about innovativeness. It is less 
about strategy and more about strategizing. And it 
is rocket science, not least because we are 
inundated with complex, unclear, and often 
contradictory advice.”

School Leadership that Works

Understanding Change (Fullan)



“Some of the [change] advice seems contradictory. 
Much of it is general and unclear about what to do. 
This is why many of us have concluded that change 
cannot be managed. It can be understood and 
perhaps led, but it cannot be controlled.”

School Leadership that Works

Understanding Change (Fullan)



Leadership Insight – Context means a lot
What	is	specific	to	your	

context	that	will	shape	your	

change	strategy?

What	resources/expertise	are	

most	relevant	for	your	

context?

Turn and talk



The SAS Journey

Research & development—
Shifting existing paradigms

Strategic planning—
Creating a map for success

Implementation—
From theory to practice

Building the Case –
Vision and considering the future









Trends|2017



The SAS student in 2020





Forbes Magazine July 2017



The Profile of a Modern Teacher
21st century teachers are not experts in technology— 

they are experts in habits of mind.  !
In a rapidly changing educational landscape, modern educators:

Choose 
to be  

vulnerable

See themselves  
as co-learners,  
not teachers

Allow  
themselves 
to fail, often

Don’t wait 
until they’re 
experts to  
introduce 
something

Move into their 
students’ world, 

even if it’s 
foreign  
territory

Run towards  
their area 

of weakness, 
not away  
from it

Are  
comfortable 
not knowing 
what is going 

to happen

Invite mistakes 
into their 

lives

Dream big  
and ask 

“Why not?”

Allow their 
students to 
teach each 

other

Step outside  
their comfort 

zone

Embrace  
change

Feel secure 
asking their 
colleagues 

for help

Model  
resiliency and 
perseverance

Question 
everything

Believe they can  
learn anything, 
given the right 

attitude and 
effort 

Created by: Reid Wilson @wayfaringpath Icon from: thenounproject.com

Profile of a 
modern teacher

21st century teachers are not 
experts in technology—they 
are experts in habits of 
mind.

In a rapidly changing 
educational landscape, 
modern educators:





PLC – Four Critical Questions
• What should students know and be able to do? 

(Standards)
• How do we know? (Assessment)
• What if they don’t know or can’t do? (intervention)
• What if they already know and can do? (extension)



The need to provide 
students with 

future-ready skills

Increasingly 
competitive 

landscape among 
international 

schools in Singapore

Changing college 
selectivity AND 

PURPOSE

Urgency for sas?



The SAS Journey

Research & development—
Shifting existing paradigms

Strategic planning—
Creating a map for success

Implementation—
From theory to practice

Building the Case –
Vision and considering the future



The Crucible moment…A new vision for learning



A World Leader in Education 
Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers 

Prepared for the Future



SAS Desired Student Learning Outcomes



Our Strategic Anchors – SAS Culture



The Crucible moment…changing SAS, but how?



A Strategic Move by SAS



Research and development process





R&D Themes in outstanding schools



The salmon chart….



R&D Lessons Learned
What we did well:

● Created a sense of urgency for why we needed to change

● Established R&D as a part of the budget

● Ensured broad involvement of faculty and administrators

● Selected the right voices

● Gave permission to dream wildly within a few parameters

● Ensured that no programs or practices were sacred

● Leveraged the findings from the first group (HS) to inform the 
remaining groups (ELC, ES, MS)



R&D Lessons Learned
What we would do differently:

● Ensure more opportunity for board involvement early on

● Utilize more research to guide conversations

● Find connections between innovative R&D with other forms of 
R&D taking place (e.g., accreditation, subject area renewals)

● Establish a guiding coalition to ensure alignment of efforts 
across the system

● Consider the capacity to change and the trade-offs which may 
occur to appropriately target the scope of R&D



LEADERSHIP INSIGHT – R&D is ALL ABOUT CULTURE

What	tools	will	be	position	

you	to	create	the	culture	you	

want	around	learning?

How	will	you	empower	the	

right	voices	around	the	right	

work?



The cultural reality



SAS organizational culture challenges
• Historical

• Power distribution

• Perfection and Performance orientation

• Silo affect

• Small org expectations in a BIG org

• Extraordinary Care gone awry - Entitlement



The Crucible moment…The attempted coup



• WASC
• Board discipline
• Behavioral expectations
• Institutional Commitments
• Setting the culture

The fight for control



Institutional commitments



Professional Learning Communities



Strengths Finder – Personal/Team Health



Leadership/organizational Health – Table Group



SAS organizational work
• Climate Committee

• Faculty Senate

• New Traditions

• Leadership Vulnerability

• High Expectations with Clarity of Process/Fairness

• Behavioral Norms

• Middle level leadership

• Outside Expertise – Table Group, Leadership Vision, many 
others….



Middle level leadership

Wide	

Development



Doctorate Slide

USC Doctoral cohort 2018

Deep	

Development



Building the team you want
• Right people – right seats

• Hiring right – the qualification hire

• Building the core, AND building the troops

• Leadership Cohort – the big “ah ha”



• What are you unapologetic about?

• What are your traditions that draw 
you together?

• What is your informal and formal 
reward system? (not comp)

• How do you hire/fire?

• Are you letting culture “just 
happen”?

• What does your history tell you?

Organizational Culture is the leader’s work



Building the culture you want
• Be Deliberate - Clarity of Purpose, Expectations, and 

Outcomes

• Hiring – The Ideal Team Player

• Building Your Leadership Team

• Chemistry means a lot

• Dysfunctional teams should receive intervention

• “If you walk by incompetence, you lose the moral authority 
to lead”

• Right players, Right roles, Right structures, Right goals



Leadership Insight…culture is king. Period.
What	are	you	doing	

to	deliberately	build	

the	culture	you	

want?

What	are	you	doing	

to	remove	the	

unhealthy	culture	

from	the	system?

Turn and talk



Strategic planning
Creating a map for success



Vision

A World Leader in Education 
Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers 

Prepared for the Future



Vision
A World Leader in Education 
Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers 
Prepared for the Future

Mission
Singapore American School is 
committed to providing each student 
an exemplary American educational 
experience with an international 
perspective.

Singapore American School



SAS Desired Student Learning Outcomes



OUR STRATEGIC ANCHORS



The PLaybook



Strategic planning SAS 2020



Strategic planning SAS 2020



Our Plan



Early childhood



Early childhood center R&D

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Reggio Emilia

Inquiry

Team teaching and looping

Schedule Alignment



Early childhood center R&D

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Environment-driven learning

Learning hubs



New Learning Spaces - ECC

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future



Elementary school



Elementary examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Interdisciplinary Learning

Personalized Learning
• Learning progressions
• Passion time
• Home learning
• Inquiry and projects
• Chinese immersion option
• Learning through play



Elementary examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Positive education and growth mindset

Smaller PLC teams

Reduce transition time

Learning hubs



middle school



Middle school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Passion Projects

Flexible Grouping

6-12 House System

Examining “Core”



Middle school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Student voice in assessment

Home Base revisited

Mini-Mesters

Service learning plan



Middle school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

“Tri time” and gateway projects

Digital learning portfolios

Learning progressions

Student stewardship



Middle school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Redesign of learning spaces

“off the grid” experiences



High school



high school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Advisory

Interdisciplinary/relevant instruction

Advanced Topic courses

Advanced Placement cap



high school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

SAS Catalyst project graduation requirement

House system

Center of Innovation

Quest program



High school examples

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Global online academy

School year abroad

Purpose-built spaces



Implementation

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Advisory
Standards-

based
grading

PLC
using data



advisory

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

A social and emotional Learning program

1
advisor

Twice
weekly

8-12 
students

30
minutes

• Interpersonal
• Intrapersonal
• Cultural 

competence
• Character



SAS Quest

A World Leader in Education Cultivating Exceptional Thinkers Prepared for the Future

Program highlights

1 year program  �

Grade 12  � New interdisciplinary curriculum  

2 challenging interims  � 4 thematic courses 

2 senior projects  � 2 online courses



Catalyst projects
Recent projects



School-wide



The Crucible moment…so much so fast



Strategic planning

115 Recommendations

Subject & 
program 
renewals 

(38)

Division 
R&D (77)

WASC (4)



Strategic planning The problem we faced

39 discrete 
initiatives

115 recommendations



Doug Reeves, The Diamond and the Rock, CreativeLeadership.net

Strategic planning an A-ha moment



Doug Reeves, The Diamond and the Rock, CreativeLeadership.net

Strategic planning an A-ha moment



Doug Reeves, The Diamond and the Rock, CreativeLeadership.net

Strategic planning an A-ha moment



SAS FOCUS



Strategic Planning Our strategic anchors



Strategic planning SAS 2020



The BIG Leadership 
QUESTION



Graphic or Picture or montage – Whole 
Child and/or personalization



The five Priorities supporting personalized learning



Personalized 
Learning



The Crucible moment…moving the goal posts



Strategic planning Lessons learned
What we did well: 

• Honored the people, processes, and from R&D

• Focus on core practices through adaptive, not just technical, 
change

• Developed rubrics to identify what evolution will look like 

• Adapted (and continue to adapt) as we learn more

• Established schoolwide task forces to lead each strategy



Strategic planning Lessons learned
What we would do differently:

• Identify progressions for changes 

• Revise pacing of changes so it is based on what needs to 
come first, not on what is already underway 

• Clarify terminology earlier rather than later

• Provide clarity regarding decision-making, especially 
schoolwide vs division

• Start schoolwide task forces earlier



The Crucible moment…the “real” conversations



Institutional commitments Version 2.0



Leadership Insight…great teaching matters most
Are	you	clear	about	

what	you	expect?

What	are	your	non-

negotiables?

Turn and talk



Developing and empowering leaders



Your leadership Team
• Who is your Team 1 ?

• Trust

• Strengths

• Will they challenge you – It’s about YOU, not them

• Functional Strength, Team Strength, Org Culture FIT



Leadership investments
WIDE

• PLC	Leadership	and	Development
• Leadership	Cohort
• Strengths	Training
• Climate	Committee
• Recognized	Leadership	Responsibilities
• Functioning	Committees



Leadership investments
DEEP

• USC	Doctoral	Program
• Faculty	Senate
• Guiding	Coalition
• Positions	of	Influence
• Middle	Level	Leadership	Coaching



The Crucible…turnover and momentum



Implementation From theory to practice



Reggio-
Inspired 
early 
learning

Response to 
Intervention

House system

Quest 
program

Catalyst 
project 
requirement



The Crucible moment…Quality & scale



Implementation Focus on systems shifts



What’s the Driver?

We need the right things
to pull the right things

at the right time
P
E
D
A
G
O
G
y

P
R
A
C
T
I
C
E
s

F
A
C
I
L
I
T
I
E
s



Implementation Lessons learned
What we would do differently:

• Recognize different stages of readiness 

• Better meeting people where they are

• More aggressive about identifying what to stop

• Provide clarity earlier about what is non-negotiable, what we are 
unapologetic about

• Identify the new role of teachers and administrators

• Evolve appraisal systems to align to new expectations

• Invest in leadership development at all levels



The Crucible moment…momentum Shifts
• Faculty	Advocacy

• The	Parent	Threat

• Fear	- Sprinting	to	

Safety

• The	Underground



Leadership Insight…never stop building your base
Have	your	

constituencies	

changed?

Where	is	the	

pressure,	where	is	

the	relief?

What	are	you	

unwilling	to	

compromise?



The Crucible moment…the governance conundrum



• 12 elected members
• Parents of SAS students
• 3-year terms
• Elections held at EGM in 

May
• High turnover 
• (4 board chairs and 11 of 

12 seats in 6 years)
• 29 board members

SAS Board



BOARD ROLES:
1. Hire, support & evaluate the superintendent
2. Ensure the long-term financial health of SAS
3. Help set & support the strategic direction of SAS
4. Fiduciary and legal responsibility



The Crucible moment…the governance conundrum

• College	Admissions

• Cocktail	Party	Circuit

• Expectations	of	Power

• Democracy

• Turnover

• Election	Madness

• The	Board	Proxy



Leadership Insight…Board politics matters

• Know	your	board

• Establish	protocols

• Keep	centered	on	

your	values

• Institutional	needs	

come	first



The Crucible moment…courage to persist



What’s next for SAS?
Personalized Learning

• Learning Pathways, Learning Progressions, Assessments

• Flexible Learning Spaces (Facility Master Plan)

• Implementing new Institutional Commitments

• Technology Supports

• Leadership Transition



Challenges ahead
• Community engagement and challenges with fear

• college admissions, turnover, fear

• Building capacity in our faculty

• Pace of change – overwhelm

• Costs

• Regression to the mean



Courage – What would you Do?



in the Arena It is not the critic that counts, not the man 
who points out how the strong man 
stumbled, or where the doer of deeds 
could have done better. The credit 
belongs to the man who is actually in the 
arena, whose face is marred by dust and 
sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who 
errs and comes short again and again, who 
knows great enthusiasms, the great 
devotions, and spends himself in a worthy 
cause; who at best, knows the triumph of 
high achievement; and at the worst, if he 
fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so 
that his place shall never be with those 
timid souls who know neither victory nor 
defeat. 

- Theodore Roosevelt



SAS faculty
IT’S ALL ABOUT CULTURE
IT’s all about TEACHING
It’s all about people



It’s all about kids



ChipKConsulting@gmail.com
www.sas.edu.sg

@Samericanschool



Documentary requests
kaldous@sas.edu.sg




